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Abstract- Jamming point-to-point transmissions in a wireless
mesh can have debilitating effects on data transport through
the network. At the physical layer the impact of jamming
resonates through the protocol stack, providing an effectual
denial-of-service (DoS) attack on end-to-end data
communication. The simplest techniques to protect a network
against jamming attacks embrace physical layer solutions
such as spread-spectrum or beamforming, forcing the
jammers to disburse a greater resource to reach the same
objective. Nevertheless, recent work has demonstrated that
intellectual jammers can integrate cross-layer protocol
information into jamming attacks, tumbling resource
disbursement by numerous orders of enormity by targeting
certain link layer and MAC implementations as well as link
layer error revealing and correction protocols. Hence, more
sophisticated anti-jamming methods and defensive measures
must be incorporated into higher-layer protocols, for example
channel surfing or routing around jammed regions of the
network

I.
INTRODUCTION
The popular anti-jamming techniques make use of
multiplicity. For example, anti-jamming protocols may
utilize manifold frequency bands, diverse MAC channels,
or various routing paths. Such multiplicity techniques assist
to restrain the impact of the jamming attack by requiring
the jammer to act on many resources at once. In this
research, we consider the anti-jamming multiplicity based
on the use of manifold routing paths. Using multiple-path
variants of source routing protocols such as Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR) or Ad-Hoc On- Demand Distance
Vector (AODV), for example the MP- DSR protocol, each
source node can ask for several routing paths to the
destination node for concurrent use. To make effectual use
of this routing diversity, however, each source node must
be able to make an intellectual allocation of traffic across
the available paths while considering the probable impact
of jamming on the resulting data throughput. In order to
characterize the impact of jamming on throughput, each

source must collect information on the impact of the
jamming attack in various parts of the network. However,
the extent of jamming at each network node depends on a
number of unidentified parameters, including the strategy
used by the individual jammers and the relative location of
the jammers with respect to each transmitter-receiver pair.
Hence, the impact of jamming is probabilistic from the
perspective of the network, and the characterization of the
jamming impact is further complicated by the fact that the
jammers’ strategies may be dynamic and the jammers
themselves may be mobile. In order to capture the nondeterministic and dynamic impact of the jamming assault,
we model the packet error rate at each network node as a
random process. At a given time, the randomness in the
packet error rate is due to the uncertainty in the jamming
parameters, while the time-variability in the packet error
rate is due to the jamming dynamics and mobility. Since the
impact of jamming at each node is probabilistic, the end-toend throughput achieved by each source-destination pair
will also be non-deterministic and, hence, must be studied
using a stochastic framework.
In this paper, we thus investigate the ability of network
nodes to characterize the jamming impact and the ability of
multiple source nodes to reimburse for jamming in the
allocation of traffic across multiple routing paths. Our
contributions to this problem are as follow:
 We devise the dilemma of allocating traffic across
multiple routing paths in the presence of jamming as a
lossy network flow optimization problem.
 We devise the centralized traffic allocation problem
for multiple source nodes as a convex optimization
hitch.
 We recommend methods which permit individual
network nodes to locally characterize the jamming
impact and aggregate this information for the source
nodes.

Fig. 1: An example network with sources S = {r, s} is illustrated. Each unicast link (i,j) ∈ E is labeled with the
corresponding link capacity.
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II.
CHARACTERIZING THE IMPACT OF
link (i, j) ∈ Es must be estimated and relayed to s.
JAMMING
However, to capture the jammer mobility and the dynamic
In this section, we suggest techniques for the network
effects of the jamming attack, the local estimates need to
nodes to guesstimate and characterize the effect of
be continually updated. We begin with an example to
jamming and for a source node to include these estimates
illustrate the possible effects of jammer mobility on the
into its traffic allocation. In order for a source node s to
traffic allocation problem and motivate the use of
incorporate the jamming effect in the traffic allocation
continually updated local estimates.
problem, the effect of jamming on transmissions over each

Fig. 2. I llustrates a single-source network with three routing paths.
III.

ILLUSTRATING THE EFFECT OF JAMMER
MOBILITY ON NETWORK THROUGHPUT
Figure 3 illustrates a single-source network with three
routing paths p1 = {(s, x), (x, b), (b, d)}, p2 = {(s, y), (y,
b), (b, d)} and p3 = {(s, z), (z, b), (b, d)}. The label on
each edge (i, j) is the link capacity cij indicating the
maximum number of packets per second (pkts/s) which
can be transported over the wireless link. In this
example, we assume that the source is generating data at
a rate of 300 pkts/s. In the absence of jamming, the
source can continuously send 100 pkts/s over each of the
three paths, yielding a throughput rate equal to the source
generation rate of 300 pkts/s. If a jammer near node x
is transmitting at high power, the probability of
successful packet reception, referred to as the packet
success rate, over the link (s, x) drops to nearly zero,
and the traffic flow to node d reduces to 200 pkts/s. If the
source node becomes aware of this effect, the allocation
of traffic can be changed to 150 pkts/s on each of
paths p2 and p3 , thus recovering from the jamming
attack at node x. However, this one-time re-allocation by
the source node s does not adapt to the potential mobility
of the jammer. If the jammer moves to node y, the
packet success rate over (s, x) returns to one and that over
(s, y) drops to zero, reducing the throughput to node d to
150 pkts/s, which is less than the 200 pkts/s that
would be achieved using the original allocation of 100
pkts/s over each of the three paths. Hence, each node
must relay an estimate of its packet success rate to the
source node s and the source must use this information to
reallocate traffic in a timely fashion if the effect of the
attack is to be mitigated. The relay of information from the
nodes can be done periodically or at the instants when the
packet success rates change significantly. These updates
must be performed at a rate comparable to the rate of the
jammer movement to provide an effective defense against
the mobile jamming attack.
Next, suppose the jammer continually changes position
between nodes x and y, causing the packet success rates

over links (s, x) and (s, y) to oscillate between zero and
one. This behaviour introduces a high degree of variability
into the observed packet success rates, leading to a less
certain estimate of the future success rates over the links
(s, x) and (s, y). However, since the packet success rate
over link (s, z) has historically been more steady, it may
be a more reliable option. Hence, the source s can choose
to fill p3 to its capacity and partition the remaining 100
pkts/s equally over p1 and p2. This solution takes into
account the historic variability in the packet success rates
due to jamming mobility. In the following section, we
build on this example, providing a set of parameters to be
estimated by network nodes and methods for the sources
to aggregate this information and characterize the available
paths on the basis of expected throughput.
IV.
PROPOSED MODEL
Numerous routing protocols are proposed for ad hoc
networks. No existing protocol however, considers the load
as the primary route selection criteria. Using only the
shortest delay as the route metric can lead to network
congestion and long delays (because of congestion).
Additionally, most on-demand protocols use caching
mechanisms for intermediate nodes to reply from cache,
resulting routing load to concentrate on certain nodes.
Recent simulation studies have shown that on-demand
protocols that use shortest paths suffer from performance
degradation as network traffic increases.
We present Dynamic Jamming-Aware Routing protocol
that considers intermediate node routing loads for route
selection metric. The protocol also monitors the congestion
status of active routes and reconstructs the path when nodes
of the route have their interface queue overloaded.
A. Route Selection Algorithms
We introduce the algorithm in selecting the least
loaded route. We use Figure 3.3 as an example network to
describe each scheme.
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sum of 19 (i.e., 7 + 8+ 4 = 19), and route k has the sum of 21
(i.e., 7 + 5 + 5 + 4 = 21). Therefore, route j is selected and
used as the route.
Scheme 2 of proposed algorithm is similar to scheme
1. However, instead of using the sum of number of packets
queued at each intermediate node's interface as in scheme 1,
scheme 2 uses the average number of packets buffered at
each intermediate node along the path. We can use the
shortest delay as a tie breaker if needed.
Considering the example in Figure 3.3 again, route i
has the average value of 5 (i.e., 20 / 4 = 5), route j has the
value of 6.67 (i.e., 19 / 3 = 6.67), and route k has the value
of 5.25 (i.e., 21 / 4 = 5.25). Route i is thus selected.
Scheme 3 of proposed algorithm considers the number
of
congested
intermediate nodes as the route selection
Figure 3: Exemplar network.
metric. Basically, it selects the route with the least number
of intermediate nodes that have their load higher than the
Scheme 1 of proposed algorithm simply adds the
threshold value t . In our exemplar, if t is five, route i has
routing load of each intermediate node and selects the route
two intermediate nodes (i.e., nodes A and B) that have the
with the least sum. If there is a tie, the destination selects the
number of queued packets over the threshold, route j has
route with the shortest hop distance. When there are still
two (i.e, nodes A and E), and route k has one (i.e, node A).
manifold routes that have the least load and hop distance,
Hence, route k is selected using this algorithm. This scheme
the path that is taken by the packet which arrived at the
applies the same tie breaking rule as in scheme 1.
destination earlier is chosen. In the exemplar network, route
i has the sum of 20 (i.e., 7 + 7 + 2 + 4 = 20), route j has the

Route(i)
Route(j)
Route(k)
Selection

Table 1: Route qualities based on each scheme
Scheme 1
Scheme 2
20
5
19
6.67
21
5.25
Route(j)
Route(i)

Table 1 summarizes the route qualities in Figure 3 by
applying each algorithm.
V.
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT
In this section, we simulate various aspects of the proposed
techniques for estimation of jamming impact and
jamming- aware traffic allocation. The simulation results
presented herein are obtained using the following

Scheme 3
2 (A and B)
2 (A and E)
1(A)
Route(k)

simulation setup. A network of nodes is deployed
randomly over an area, and links are formed between pairs
of nodes within a fixed communication range. The set S
of source nodes is chosen randomly, and the destination
node ds corresponding to each source s ∈ S is randomly
chosen from within the connected component containing.

Figure 4.9: Router module
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